Comparison between vacuum sublimed matrices and conventional dried droplet preparation in MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.
The properties of several cinnamic acid compounds used as matrices for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) were investigated as standard dried droplet (DD) and vacuum sublimed preparations. The differences between both preparation methods were analyzed with regard to matrix grain size, internal ion energy, initial velocity, analyte intensity, and analyte incorporation depth. Some of the used cinnamic acid derivatives exhibit clearly reduced grain sizes as sublimed preparations compared with standard DD approaches. In these cases higher effective temperatures could be measured accompanied by increased analyte intensities, which can be explained by stronger volatilization processes caused by a hindered heat dissipation resulting in a raised analyte transfer into the gas phase. For all sublimed compounds, a strong increase of the initial ion velocity compared with DD preparations could be measured. Higher initial ion velocities correlate with a decrease in internal ion energy which might be attributed to the very uniform crystal morphology exhibited by sublimed compounds. For sublimed matrices without reduced grain size, at least slightly higher analyte intensities could be detected at raised laser fluences. Analyte accumulation in the uppermost matrix layers or the detected higher ion stability can be explanations for these results.